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Attached is the draft semi-annual report of the 
Secretary-General on the implementation of SC resolution 
1559 (2004) pertaining to Lebanon. It is due to be 
submitted to the SC on 19 October. UNSCOL, UNSCO, 
DPKO, OLA, DPA and UNRWA have been consulted. 
SC consultations are scheduled for 31 October. 

The update report (the last one being on 20 April) 
covers political and security developments in Lebanon, 

including in particular the grave impact of the 
deteriorating situation in Syria. The report highlights the 

lack of tangible progress towards the implementation of 

the remaining provisions of resolution 1559, and strongly 
criticizes the continued armed role of Hizbullah in 
Lebanon. It commends the Lebanese leadership for its 
policy of restraint and "disassociation" vis-a-vis the 
conflict in Syria and also requests support from the 
international community for the strengthening of the 
Lebanese Armed Forces. 

The report criticizes the Syrian authorities for 

incidents in which Lebanese civilians have been killed as 

a result of shelling from the Syrian side of the border 
between the two countries. Hizbullah is also castigated 
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for recklessly sending a drone into Israeli airspace 
recently. Israel too is criticized, as in previous reports, for 
violating Lebanese airspace on a continuing basis with 
overflights by Israeli Air Force jets. 
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� �H:::.JTIVE �FFICE OFT!it .i.ECRETARY-GENERAI. 
1. I hereby transmit to you the consolidated draft of the sixteenth semi-annual report 

of the Secretary-General on the implementation ofUNSCR 1559 (2004). 
UNSCOL, UNSCO, DPKO, OLA, DPA and UNRWA were consulted. Their 
comments and observations have been addressed and incorporated in the attached 
draft. 

2. 

3. There has been substantial internal dialogue on the text and I am pleased with the 
final text. I therefore recommend the approval of this draft. 

4. The-re ort is due--to be submitteo to the Security CQuncil on 1_9th October21U2. 
TI1e consultations are schedu ea (o .., October. 

Jeffrey Feltman 
15 October 2012 



· STICTL Y CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT FOR APPROVAL 

S i x t e e nth S e m i -Annua l Report of the 

Secr e t a r y-G e n e ral t o-the Securi ty Counci l on the 

Imp lem e n t a t i o n  of S ecur ity Counci l Reso lut i o n  1559 (2004) 

I. Background 

October 2012 

1. The current report is my sixteenth semi-annual report on the impl�p1·�ntation of Security 
Council resolution 1559 (2004). It reviews and assesses the process oqp�)mplementation of the 
resolution since my last report issued on 20 April 2012 (S/2012/2��l It��otes the absence of 
further tangible progress on key provisions of the resolution, arid highlights concerns that 
continue to threaten Lebanon's sovereignty, territorial integrity a�d politic�l')ndependence, 
despite President Michel Steiman's and Prime Minister-::Naiib Mikati's cateful policy of 
disassociating Lebanon from the Syrian crisis, and the resufuptlon of the National Dialogue. ' 

.. -:-::�� )>�� 
2. Over the last six months, the ongoing turmoil iii t.he Syrian Arab Republic has further 
affected Lebanon, increasing political polarization and concern that the unrest in Syria could have 
negative consequences for Lebanon's stability. Incident�·�:i)f�,_ctoss-border fire, incursions, 
abductions and arms trafficking across the Lebanese-Syrian bofcli!r have increased significantly. 
Syrian army violations of Lebanon's sover�igt:!!Y have intensified, including intermittent shelling 
from Syria. These incidents have caused M�1tJ1;:·iJ1jury ?nd damage to property in Lebanon. 

·,• 

.: ·. ·,·�: �-- -� . 
3. The crisis in Syria has posed new ch�!Jenges to the security and authority of the Lebanese 
state. In particular, domestic tensions have':� significantly increased across Lebanon between 
groups with diverging positions vis-a-vis the s)

rrlan crisis, leading to armed clashes that resulted 
in death and injury in the rt'b"rth; pf the country:.: In addition, Lebanon has continued to host a large 
number of Syrian napoqals fle�ing the v_iolence in their country, as well as Palestinian refugees 

� ·'*' .�� -- - - � 

who were based in ;:)yrH{::;;, .:·::>�;���::;:_.; -�·;.-
·���tii��. 0 � T '·��··�, ' 

4. On 5 July, illl_Oppds�t_i_o,n · Member of Parliamen�--��!:1_�()-�--��-��L!Y.�--!�S�!�.<!--�11 .. �--- - - ----{�o_e_leted __ :_m_e m_be_r _____ ____.J 
assassinatJ.o,n. ��'�mpt in the building housing his office in Beirut. This was the second incident of 
this tyl?e.'tfifS ye·a&;.�fter the as'sassination attempt on Lebanese Forces leader Samir Geagea near 
hi�--�����

-
:nce in M��h,. ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ . _ ___ -- {�o_e_re ted __ : _z_o r_z ______ __, 

5. · 'ori · .9 August, Lebanese authorities arrested former Minister and Member of Parliament 
Michel S���h11 fiS� involvement in smuggling explosives from Syria, allegedly as part of a plot 
against targ�tt ln Lebanon, with the aim of provoking confessional strife. Syrian General Ali 
Mamlouk arid Colonel Ali Adnan have also been identified as suspects in the same case with 
plotting to assassinate political and religious figures in the country and planning terrorist attacks 
by a Lebanese military court. More recently, the Military Court has been examining evidence that 

the Adviser to the Syrian Presiden1(.. -�!:1.���!11.�. �h���-�11_,_ -���-��-��-�JJ�g-���:Y. _i�y:()_l_���--i_l1_ �h�--���-·-__. .-- ·{ Deleted: 's Adviser 
J?.
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_ __ _  . - --- {'-o_e_let_ed_:_M r_. ______ ____, 

about attempts to draw Lebanon into regional events. 
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6. On 16 September, the head of the Iranian ,B_(:_y_())�!�()_l�!l_l:V __ ,Ql}_<_l!���-.A_lj__!_¥��·---�!�!��----- - ---{ Deleted: revolutionary 
publicly that members of the elite Quds Force.,�<?�� E<?�_e!l_t i_I?-_ !:-�b�1:1_o� _ � _a�y_iser_s._ I�� _P_resi_��nt_ ,\:::_-- {�D�

e
�
let

�
ed
�

: g;;,u
�

ard
�
·
������ and the Government of Lebanon have requested immediate clarifications from the Government of \

.
\:· { Deleted: Mr. 

the Islamic Republic of Iran. Shortly thereafte�_!(:l_�-£���_i_g�_M!1:1_i_�!ry__()L!�-�_!�_l-���C:-�-�p_l1_�!!� __ ()f_, \ .,f�D�e�leted� �: a�������=< 
Iran denied the statement attributed to the head of the Iranian£t:Y_()l�!i:<?.�?.D.:'.9l_l_����:--------------------.>· .. \( Deleted: 5 

··· .. _''(:=D�e�let�ed�: �th�a�������=< 
7. On 11 October, the Secretary-General of Hizbullah confirmed publicly that his party had 
launched an Iranian-built drone, assembled in Lebanon, to Israel for a reconnaissance mission. 
The Israeli Air Force shot it down on 6 October over southern Israel. / 

II. Implementation of Resolution 1559 (2004) 
. ;:· �·{��-��_:>_ . -::�_; . 

8. Since the adoption of Security Council Resolution 1559 on i Septe�B�t>2004, several of 
its provisions have been implemented as highlighted in my previous reports. P:residential and 
parliamentary elections took place in a free and fair martner. Syria withdrew its troops and 
military assets from Lebanon in April 2005. Lebanon and Syria established full diplomatic 
relations in 2009. ,.:�:·:·. :·. 

',{ Deleted: revolutionary 

9. President Sleiman and Prime Minister Mikati h���\,s9n!inued to affirm during the 
reporting period Lebanon's respect for all United Nationsc�<?�-�Jf!�\() _1?-�:--����y -��?.���--<?�.C:�l-�!!!leL------{�D_e_let_ed�: _· ������ __J 
crisis in Syria has further stalled proces�es that are fundamental for the implementation of this 
and other Security Council resolutions ·:·p'frlaining to Lebanon. In addition it has increased 
political tensions in the country. < "· -��:{' .-

. - -� 

10. The delineation of the Syrian-Leba���:;.
bord�r, which was strongly encouraged by the 

Security Council in its resolution 1680 (2006)';_has not yet taken place. Moreover, the existence 
and activities of Lebanese· a@ :!lOR-Lebanese militias continue to pose a threat to the stability of 
the country and the r¢gion, ··and highlight the need for the Government of Lebanon and the 
Lebanese Armed Forces·w ipcrefls�. their efforts to reach a full monopoly on the possession of 
weapons and the use offorse.throtigliout Lebanon. 

·-<;�:::-·;> / 
11. My l�pre,sentatives an'W;I have remained in regular contact with all parties in Lebanon 
over thx: re'porting period, as \Vel! as with relevant regional and international leaders. I met Prime 
Min_i�.t�'r Mikati in New York on 27 September. On this occasion, I reiterated the United Nations' 
um\i'avering comm'j�ent to Lebanon's stability and security in these difficult times for the 
country/as well as'ihe need for Lebanon to continue its efforts to meet all of its international 
obligatio�s�: in particular those under relevant Security Council resolutions. 

··<�:"!;' ;;:· 
A. S<ivereignty, Territorial Integrity, Unity, and Political Independence of Lebanon 

12. Resolution 1559 (2004) aims at strengthening the sovereignty, territorial integrity, unity, 
and political independence of Lebanon under the sole and exclusive authority of the Government 
of Lebanon throughout 1��--C:_()!-l_l1_t_ry1 __ i_I?-_ _l_i_I?-�-�-i�-�-��� __ ):)_i_t�_g���!!!�_I?-! _ _()[ _! 5? ?_? __ !()_ -��!�-�--'!!!.!!!�--- __ . .  --{�D_e_let_ed�: L_e_ban_o_n�����-' political parties in Lebanon have committed themselves. This objective has remained the highest 
priority of my efforts to facilitate the implementation of all resolutions pertaining to Lebanon. 
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13. In its resolution 1680 (2006), the Security Council strongly encourages the Government 
of the Syrian Arab Republic to respond positively to the request by the Government of Lebanon 
to delineate their common border. I have continued to call upon Syria and Lebanon to achieve the 
full delineation of their common border. However, given the unrest in neighbouring Syria, no 
tangible steps have been taken by either side during the period under review towards the 
delineation and demarcation of the border between Lebanon and Syria. 

14. I recall that the delineation and demarcation of Lebanon's boundaries remain an essential 
element to guarantee the country's sovereignty and territorial integrity. It is ,l;ll�o a critical step to 
allow for proper border control. The complex security situation along the, Syria-Lebanese border 
in the current circumstances further underlines the importance of d�rt13,tcating the border. As 
Syrian officials now complain of arms smuggling from Lebanon to_,Syria;{opposition forces, it 
adds to the urgency of border demarcation. While acknowledging the bilateral pature of border 
delineation, progress on this matter remains an obligation of the two countries under Security 
Council resolution 1680 (2006), derived from 1559 (2004) . .. ·-; ,.. 

15. During the reporting period, there has been a �ignifica11t iricrease of shelling incidents and 
incursions by the Syrian government forces, some of whicli, targeted Lebanese villages along the 
border. From 1 January until 30 June 2012, 7 shelling in�idents were reported in northern 
Lebanon, against 31 incidents for the month of July only. These_ incidents have led to Lebanese 
casualties and prompted the Government .;Of Lebanon to increas� the deployment of the Lebanese 
Armed £ 9_1:<::�� -��-<?�LL��-� _!1:<?!.1_���1)- -������--i_I!T� -���}!!�_t_ -��<::!�_ig� _ ?-�-�-!� !� _?_Q _ 1_?_-__ Ql) _ _!1_��E!�-���!L_. __ .. -- {._ D_e_ let_ ed_: _fo_r ce_ s _____ ___, 
for the first time, missiles fired by Syrian warp limes hit. a remote area on the edge of the Lebanese 
town of Arsal. On 21  September, the Lebanese Armed Forces.,_r_�P.<?�-��-��at __ t�-���-- ��d _ _  b_��l) _ ____ .---{ De leted : LAF 
incidents in the Eastern Bekaa involving ill...R�!-�?-�!!�_1 __ �1!-�--���-��--�!���l!_t_� __ <?K.�n�--�)'�}�-- .. .--- {>=D

=
e

=
let

=
ed =:

=
LAF=======

=< 
opposition. No casualties were reported. The Lebanese Armed Forces.,_��-li:!�-�-�-��� - !UY.<?�!�_!'!{)�-- -------{ De leted : LAF 
allow any party to use I:eoane�.e territory in order to drag Lebanon towards the developments of �------------' 
neighboring countrie�And renewed its determination to defend Lebanese territory and confront 
any violation regardl'es�f'o[_the:� r�sp_qnsible party behind it. 

. -� .��:::. �: .. 
16 .  Until mid July, Lebanon complained about these Syrian violations and incidents 
discreetly ,tl_lJ-o,ygh military c���nels only. On 23 July, at the request of President Sleiman, 
Leban0p ·pi-ot;;-st�� these violations at the political level for the first time through diplomatic 
chann:els. On 4 September, Prime Minister Mikati instructed Lebanon's ambassador to Damascus 
to.·prot.est the Syrian;: army shelling along and across the border. The Prime Minister of Lebanon 
expresse4�.t� me .�is determination to protect Lebanon from these violations of Lebanese 
sovereigrit)i .�4,teiTitorial integrity. In recent public comments, President Sleiman urged both the 
Syrian Authb,i-ities and the opposition to avoid .�!_<?�-�!l!_g)l)�_<?}-:�������--����!!{)_1)' __ ��� - -��-�!! !!l:g _____ --·{'--D_ e_let_ed_ :_fr_orn ______ _ 

border areas: I strongly deplored these gross violations of Lebanon's territorial integrity and the 
loss of life. I called on the Syrian Government to respect Lebanon's sovereignty and territorial 
integrity in accordance with Security Council resolutions. The Security Council also expressed 
grave concern over those repeated incidents in a press statement on 18 July. The situation on 
Lebanon's northern border remains tense, underscoring the need for continued vigilance , )=D=e=let==ed =:=ab_o_ut === .. --=·======< 
internationally .<'!B_li:!!I:�!_!�-�-�!��-?X_����-��-.?12!!!9_Y��-?X_���-<::�}�_i_�_i_l_l_§)'�j�-------------------------------------c·::::-- )=D=e-let=ed =:=irn..:p=a c_t ___ 

======-< 
17. The continued occupation by the Israel Defense Forces of the northern part of the village 
of Ghajar and an adjacent area north of the Blue Line stands in violation of Lebanon's 
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sovereignty, and resolutions 1559 (2004) and I70 1 (2006). My representatives and I have 
continued to engage closely with both parties with the view to facilitating the withdrawal of 
Israeli forces from the area in implementation of resolution I70I (2006). 

I8. There has been no progress either in relation to the issue of the Shab'a Farm area. Neither 
the Syrian Arab Republic nor Israel have reacted to the provisional definition of the area 
contained in my report on the implementation of resolution I70I (2006), issued on 30 October 
2007 (S/2007 /64I ). 

I9. The Israel Defense Forces continued to make almost daily intrusions into Lebanese 
airspace, mainly by unmanned aerial vehicles, but also fighter je_tS>:These overflights are 
violations of Lebanese sovereignty and resolutions 1559 (2004) arid-·170I (2006). The 

' Government of Lebanon has repeatedly protested these violations� I have deP,lore.d them and 
demanded that they cease immediately. Israeli authorities cla[m in turn that these>overflights are 
carried out for security reasons. -:>;>:>'. • 

/ 

B. . -<���· \;:·· . 
Extension of Lebanese Government Control oyer- AU Lebanese Terntory 

. ,�.. .� '·-: . .,.�;� .. 
20. The Government of Lebanon has reiterated to the United Nations its intention to extend •. •A�·· 
the State's authority over all Lebanese territory as called for o)idhe I989 Taif Agreement and 
resolution 1559 (2004) and. The Lebanese. Armed Forces and the Internal Security Forces have 
played a crucial role in implementing th'lS�?xq,qw.titment, in difficult security circumstances. 
However, the ability of the Lebanese State� to fuli)?el,{erc'ise its authority over all of its territory 
remains curtailed and challenged, underlinirt'g th-e need for continued international support to the 
Government and the Lebanese Armed Forces): ) · :�-.... . �· 
21. Over the last six mollths, Lebanon h� continued to face significant challenges to its 
security and stabilityd6'inesti6�IIy, linked directly or indirectly to the crisis in Syria. A series of 
security incidents h�vt!- )ligh_lighted,.opce·· again the threats to the security of Lebanon posed by 
armed groups outside o{tlle'cont;ofof'the state and by the proliferation of weapons. 

\· .. 

. . .... . >.�- ."· 

22. Sinc�)\;'!ay this year, there has been intermittent heavy fighting in Tripoli between the 
predomirlant't)d§v!IDi and Alawi neighbourhoods of Bab al-Tabbaneh and Jebel Mohsen, which 
contip:'ued on eactl'ciccasion for several days. They involved the use of heavy weapons and led to 
a large . �umber of_.deaths and injuries. The deployment of the Lebanese Army and Internal 
Security: Forces in .the area has contained the fighting but the situation still remains fragile. The 

I b�!��lJ?���--�d�
:
���I<?F_��-�-�!�.<?-�.<?�fl������-g��-�' --�I))_t!�t�t<?�-�-1!� -�-��-\'X-���R9_1!_� _i_l!_ !h�-���-------------· - --··-{'--o_e_r et_ed_:_LAF ______ ___, 

23. On r�i
'
August, dozens of Syrian nationals and a Turkish national were abducted by a Shia 

clan in Beirut in retaliation for the abduction earlier in that week of one of their family members 
in Syria. The Government of Lebanon condemned those developments, called for restraint on all 
sides and established a security committee to follow up on these events. I strongly condemned 
kidnappings and retaliatory hostage-taking in Syria and Lebanon and called for the immediate 
release of all those detained without due process and in violation of their human rights. On II 
September, the k����r1���-�-���eg _ _ f:()!�C:��-ft-�� -�--t-��-!�-�! _h()_�!�g�--�-i-�!!�ER��-.<?!! __ l_? __ �_l!g':'_�!, __ �h!!�--------· {'--o_e_l et_ed_:_LAF ______ ___, 
four Syrians and a Turkish national had been freed in an operation in south Beirut on 8 
September in which government forces made several arrests in connection with the kidnapping. 
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Following the release on 25 September of one of the Lebanese pilgrims kidnapped in Syria in 
May, nine still remain in captivity. 

24. Lebanese public opinion is deeply divided as to events in Syria. There have been security 
incidents, demonstrations and protests in Beirut, Sidon and in the region of Akkar in particular
some violent, others peaceful - which have reflected confessional tensions or challenged the 
authority of the state, for instance through the blocking of major highways, burning tires, 
shooting in the air. 

25. Taken together the incidents listed above are indicative of the ong6·i��-
security threats in 

the country and the proliferation of weapons held by non-state actor�(;-Th)y are also a reminder 
that the Lebanese authorities should do more to impose law and ord�fthr�'\iglj()ut the country. On 
20 September, the Cabinet approved a broad, medium-term plan bucigeted at USD 1_.6 ,bii_Li()J!/.0 __ ,-----·{>='D=e=let= ed=: =Bi =lli =o"======< increase the capacity and capability of the Lebanese Armed Forces, including for border security ·-----{Delet ed : usn 
management The Lebanese Authorities have indicated t�a( they will be looking for e�-�\�!�1)��--------- {>='D

=
e

=
let

=
ed
=

: UN========< 
from the United Nations and donor support for this plan as part of the implementation of 
resolution 1701 (2006). I welcomed the Government'$·Oecision. · 

26. Over the reporting period, the situation in the UNIFJk .. ar�.a of operation has remained 
cautiously calm and stable. As the Lebanese Armed Forces deployed some troops out of South of 
the Litani Sector to reinforce its efforts along the north-ea:Stern border, UNIFIL increased 
operational activities in its area. The Lebanese Armed Forces assured the United Nations that this 
.�':�-�-�-!�-�P.�-�<i!Y. .. � �<i�-���- !1:1)�_ �_��-�- ��-�- ��-�().P:�--��-�!� - ��: :��-�!-- ��<?�.�()_!��--�- �-�t�- � - �-I?()J!_�_ S_!��-- -/··{>='D=e=let= ed=: =i s=======< 
situation .jlii()'>V��:. -�11. -��-� _ !!!�-�!1:����� _ ()11_ - �()Il)_� :.�C_C:!!:S\9:n�,_ .l.J!'l:�� _ f��-�� _ s_o!!!�. _res_tri_c!j()n_� 

_ 
!() _ i!� ... ..---- {>=D=e=let= ed=: ai= J =ow= s=======< freedom of movement in its area of operatio�s, which in some instances �-� �<l_I!g� !-��- !�-� - �-�fe_!Y ___ _ .... - { Delet ed : have 

and security of the United Nations peacekeep�rs:· The freedom of movement ofUNIFIL and the �---------.....) 
security and safety of its. persqhnel are integral'to the effective execution of the Force's mandate. 
I condemned such resw,ctions' ?h ��-�-f!"���()Il:l_()f !!!�-��Il:l.e.!l:� .<?f.YI1_i�_e_�--��t_i_<?!��-R��<?.e.�-��l?_e_�·�_.-);'��------- -· { Deleted : UN Peacekeepers' 
primary responsibilitY t:?r.���U.r}!l� Jb_e - s·ecurity and the freedom of movement ofUNIFIL in its 
area of operations lies witg}he Government of Lebanon. I will report to the Security Council in 
more detai� _ �_n_ -��_e_s� _ !�_s�:�_�s:::tn:. 11:1)' __ UP.�_o!!!il1_g_ -�t?P.()� _ ()11_ -�h_e __ i_�P.!�!!!�_n!�_t_i_l?� _ ()f. -�e_�_l?l��\�-�- _!!�I 

_ _ ____ .. - ('--D _e_let_ed_: _s _ _ _ _ __ ____, 
(2006). . , , . Y·'· 

:-.� ·�: ·�··<� :?:-,�·::: . _..'· 

27 . . ,;/.fhere a;t��ntinuing reports of shootings and explosions in and around para-military 
infrastructures in th�; Eastern Beka'a Valley belonging to the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestin�:-;;;: Gener�l' Command and Fatah al-Intifadah headquartered in Damascus, confirming 
that para-iniHtary: training occur in these facilities. The permanent presence of such bases along 
the Syrian-L�l>�nese border adds to the general porosity of parts of the land border and poses a 
challenge fot the control of the border by the Lebanese security forces. It also makes the 
delineation of the border more difficult 

28. With regard to Lebanon's border with the Syrian Arab Republic, there continue to be 
reports of arms trafficking taking place in both directions. Several Member States have expressed 
deep concern over the illegal transfer of weapons across the land borders. The Lebanese Armed 
Forces J_l��--���--��������-�-!!1..��-<:�-�!_!!!()11�h� __ i_l) __ i_�!�-��-i�!\11_g __ �r!!!�- ��-� �_i_g!l:Il:l.t?!1:��-�pp�� !!! !l'.�.I?�I1-�- - ------·(,_D _e=let _ ed __ 

: h_ • _ve===-=-=< 
for Syria. At the same time, President Sleiman and the Lebanese Armed Force§._h���-�-e_� -�--"�_1}' ____ .. ..-{�D_ e_ let_ ed_: L_AF-'-, _____ ____, 
clear in rejecting suggestions of widespread and substantial arms trafficking towards Syria. Yet, 
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Lebanese authorities have indicated that the land border between Lebanon and Syria remains 
difficult to control, but that the Lebanese Armed Forces are deployed and have sought to tighten 
control along the border to the best of its ability by increasing the number of patrols and 
observation mission. I,y_i_t:�y-�h�-s_�-��_p_<?!"!�.�":'!!��-tJ!�-�!���-s_!��-��<?_L��!!�-��-��-!_th� __ Q(1_i_t_�� -��!i_<?��-��-��---------{>=o=e=let=ed=:=tak=e=au======< 
not have the means to verify them independently. I have repeatedly expressed my concerns about ';<:--{ Deleted : very 
two-way arms smuggling across the Syrian-Lebanese border, which poses risks to both countries, · .. {>=o

=e=let=
ed
=

: 
s=en,;_o=u s =Iy

======< 
to the leaders hips of both countries .. 

29. The allegations of arms trafficking across the Syrian-Lebanese border and the repeated 
incidents along the border that caused death and injury to civilians emphasi�e the urgent need to 
improve the management and control of Lebanon's land borders. This,is��l_so a necessity in order 
to avoid armed groups and militias in Lebanon from expanding th.iir weap�ms arsenal, which 
constitutes a threat �_d()ll_l_es�ic:_�n�_!_�gi_<?!l��-p_ell:'?�·--���(J \�e __ t _h�_ C_<?��i_t_'!!�nf��p_r��-�� -�--�Y. -�he ___ .-----{'-o_e_ret_ ed=:_ro_r ======� 
Lebanese Government to adopt a comprehensive national st�a.tegy for border management, little 
concrete progress has been accomplished on J:!��-!1!����-�_t}_lf)�)!�g�:.!_�-�h�--��-��!�ll_l��-�! -��!l!�J!l�------ - -- {�o _e _le_ted=: thi_ . _

s 
------� 

an obligation under Security Council resolutions that an· states take the necessary measures in 
order to prevent the transfer of arms to groups outside--til�- cont��iof the Government of Lebanon. . 

·,: ����: 
C. Disbanding and Disarmament of Lebanese and non-Lebanese Militias �.���s.-:-·· 

30. In its resolution 1 559 (2004), the Security Council calls· for the disarming and disbanding 
of all Lebanese and non-Lebanese militia1'::/th.i�·,key remaining provision of the resolution is yet .-..._ . ' . .., ......... � ... 

to be implemented. It merely reflects and,re�a.ffifiD�.: ii·'·aecision that all Lebanese committed 
themselves to in the Taif Accord in 1 989, id:the 'aftermath of the civil war. This agreement led at 
the time to Lebanese militias - with the exc6ption of Hizbullah - giving up their weapons. This 
agreement must be preserved and implemented by all in order to avoid the spectre of a renewed 
confrontation amongst tbe teS11nese. _,:-... -. ·�. -

31. Lebanese an<i}h'on�L�;�p.ese ll)ilitias continue to operate in the country outside of the 
Government's control irise_tious vi'ohttion of resolution 1 559 (2004). While several groups across 
the political spectrum in L�banon possess weapons outside Government control, the armed 
component o[Jjizbullah is th� most significant and most heavily armed Lebanese militia in the 
country, reaching -.a�!flOSt the capacities of a regular army. The maintenance of arms by Hizbullah 
and o�her groups 'pq_ses a serious challenge to the State's ability to exercise full sovereignty and 
authc)t!o/,_over its te_(ritory. In addition, there are a series of Palestinian armed groups operating in 
the coun�iy)nside -�d outside the refugee camps. 

-.. z:{�::-. . </ 
..... 

32. I have. repeatedly expressed my deep concern to Lebanese leaders about the serious risks 
that the contl�ued existence of these militias poses to the stability of the country and the region. I 
urged them to address this matter without further delay, as it is their obligation under Security 
Council resolution 1 559 (2004). Nonetheless, the leadership of Hizbullah acknowledges that it 
maintains a substantial military arsenal separate from that of the State, claiming it serves 
defensive purposes against Israel. In public pronouncements, the leadership of Hizbullah stated 
that it has upgraded the strength of its military capabilities and will seek to continue to do so. 
This is in blatant defiance of resolution 1 5 59 (2004). The Secretary-General of Hizbullah also 
acknowledged on 1 1  October that his militia had launched a drone towards Israel that was 
intercepted by the Israeli Air Force on 6 October. Hizbullah is also a Lebanese political party. 
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Israeli officials have argued that, given the participation of Hizbullah in the Lebanese 
government, Israel would consider reacting to any Hizbullah attack on Israel with retaliation on 
the Lebanese state. 

33. On 3 October at least three Hizbullah militants were killed and several other people 
wounded as a resu l\__ <? (e)(p_l_o�iol1s _ _  a� _ _  an_�n�I11U_ nit_ i()t1 Aep<l_qll:_the _ _  I3e_��-- t_ <?�n _ _  of_�-��_i--��-��-t_._ f---- ( Deleted : s ) 
Immediately after the explosion, Hizbullah militants cordoned off the area. That incident was a ------(Deleted:for amm unition :=J 
stark reminder of the risk posed by the presence of ammunition held by J}()��-:�-�<:t!�--��_t_<?��-'--------- {Deleted: non ) particularly in densely populated area. Following this incident, members, of the Lebanese 
opposition reiterated their call for the urgent need to resolve the issue of �izbutfah's weapons . 

. .. ��· 

34. In recent months, J��-��-h���-,R���-����_i-�!�--��P()r:!�-�l!_gg��-�i_l}{ii1Y_�!:":���-��-�Y.-ff_i��-�]J�h __ ,------�ed : 1 _] 
and other Lebanese political forces in support of the parties in the conflict in SyJia. Member ------{Deleted: seen ) 
States have raised J!!�--���t?�-����-��--�i!h _<?()�_<?���!- .P�r:!�<::�!�!_IX _ il1_ !�_t? _ �-<:t�t?-<l_f_ ��<?���--��p_()_�� _ ()_�-------- -{ Deleted : th i s ) the killing of Hizbullah militants involved in the fighting._against armed elements of the Syrian 
pppo_��ti_o11: _ _  �llch _ _  �m�a11t _ _  �ctiyi_ties __ _ by __ �iz�u_ l_l_ah _ _  !�_: :: _ �y_�i_ a: --�o_ntr�di_ct _ _  �n_d _ _ _  UJ1d_er�in_ t? __ the __ ___ .--- ( Delet ed : Oppositi on ) 
dissociation policy of the Government of Lebanon, o{.vvhich H_izbullah is a coalition member. 

··.;, y'. ,<. 

35 .  Over the reporting period, there has been yet again:)1.o tangible progress towards the 
disbanding and disarming of Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias a:s called for in the Taif Accord 
and resolution 1 559 (2004). I recall that since the adoption o{the resolution in 2004, with the 
exception of the National Dialogue of 2006:that took some preliminary decisions on this matter 
that were never implemented, no concrete,- steps· have_ been taken to address this crucial issue 
which stands at the heart of the sovereigntY and the political independence of Lebanon. 
Nonetheless, several Lebanese groups and individuals have been speaking up against Hizbullah's 
maintenance of a military arsenal which they tqnsider is a destabilizing factor in the country and 
contradictory to democraey;:"as , many Lebanes'e see the continued existence of such arms as an 
implicit threat for us�;::�ithiriTtebanon for political reasons, bearing in mind in particular the 
violent events ofMaf29Q8. }2:::;,:': . : -;::;::( 
36. I have long supp�d�i ):h�N�ti�nal Dialogue, a Lebanese-led political process, as the best 
way to adq�e��)pe issue of ari1{s·:·and achieve the ultimate goal gf_�_<?-���.P()I1�_()�_�!_���.X<?!��-�-��-- __ .---{Deleted: that th ere are 
Lebanql) oth'ef tpan those of' the Lebanese State. This is the process that the Lebanese leaders 
committed to in -2008 .  On 1 1  June, President Steiman succeeded in re-convening the National 
Diaio��.� that had -��t met since November 20 10 .  The session was attended by many of the 
country's leaders from across the political spectrum, representing both the March 8 and March 1 4  
political rrlo�emeilts. The Secretary-General of Hizbullah, one of the main stakeholders in  the 
matters to di'S�'tiss, was absent from the meeting. He had not attended any of the dialogue sessions 
since it reconvened in 2008 .  He was represented by Hizbullah parliamentary leader Mohamed 
Raad. Former ·Prime Minister Saad Hariri was also absent and represented by i<?!!I1�_U:��i��--------- �_ed_:_F _onn __ er _____ 

� 

Minister Fuad Siniora, who also attends the National Dialogue in his own capacity. The leader of 
the Lebanese Forces, Samir Geagea, declined to participate. At the conclusion of the 1 1  June 
session, a declaration was issued recording the agreement of the participants on 1 7  points, 
including commitment to the promotion of calm on the security, political and media levels; 
avoidance of violence and recourse to arms; support for the Lebanese Armed Forces; making 
Lebanon neutral with respect to regional and international conflicts and the avoidance of the 
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negative impact of regional crises; except in matters where there is an Arab or international 
consensus or relating to the Palestinian cause; and commitment to international resolutions. 

37. S ince 1 1  June, the National Dialogue convened three times on 25 June, 16 August and 20 
September. In the 25 June session, it was decided that President Steiman should present his 
vision with regard to a national .,<!�X�!'l�-�-���-��egy, _ _  ��-�!�-�}!lg _��� -\¥-��P��-� - \�_S_':J�� -�- -a- ��\sJ��- th�- - - - -/{'--D_e_let_ed_:_de_fe_ns_e _____ � 

discussion. The participants reaffirmed their commitment to the joint Baabda declaration of 1 1  
June. They also called upon the Government to put in place mechanisms for implementing earlier 
decisions of the National Dialogue with regard to the Palestinians, including by addressing their 
social and humanitarian situation and Palestinian weapons outside the . . camps . On 1 6  August, 
after much uncertainty about the participation of the opposition that �p.si;t�q that the weapons of 
Hizbullah be discussed, the National Dialogue resumed talks and agteed to P.ostpone discussions 
on National .Q�X�!'l�_e _ _ �t����gy _ _  ':l_�!\! . .  �! ! .��-���!-� - �o_':ll� _ �e _ _ pres_�l1!;)n_�- -�<?_ : ih}£���'- -��-r<?_ugh _ _ �l_l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  {'--D-

e_le_ted_:_D_er._en_se _____ � 

legitimate means, security throughout Lebanon, including the .establishment of a'c,¢mmittee made 
up of members of the Dialogue to peacefully resolve the is

.
�ue of kidnappings in the country. 

;. ,. 
38. At the last session on 20 September, President .. Sl�in:an .. t�bled a short paper laying out his 
vision for a comprehensive national .<_i_�f�I]_<:�--�!���-�gy:_WNJ�:!h�.P.�_rt_i_�\p_�l1!�-�!�.t:lg!_�\�_c:l}_��-!h�- - - - - - · · · {---D_e_let_ed_:_de_re_ns_e _____ --' 
substance of the paper, they agreed in a joint statement to conside� the President' s  vision as "a 
starting point for discussion aiming at concurring on a nationi(�_�fen_c<::__st�?_�egy_, _ _ a��-r��-��n_g_ �h�- - - - ·/ ('--D_e_let_ed_:_de_fe_ns_e _____ � 

issue of arms" and further asserted "the n��essity to maintain th'e dynamics of the dialogue". The 
next session is set for November. >-�. · ·.�: :r .;:· , . 
39. The deliberations within the Nation�!. piaioguk�ince it resumed in June, have displayed 
yet again highly .f!\'/_��-g�_T1!.J?��}!J�t:t-� -��-��-��_!h_�- -��-!!!�_i_f1 _ _  ��Il}P.�)� _ _  p_�!�':l}_<'l:� _ _  

r_�!�_t_�� -!9.. . !h� _ _  . _ _  . .  - { Deleted: very diverging 
weapons of Hizbullah. In the meantime, pfirticipants expressed jointly their commitment to 
domestic peace and to PFQteCfthe country frorri:ihe potential repercussion of the crisis in Syria. 

40. With regard.-1o�\h� s itd�tion of Palestinians in Lebanon, the leadership of the Palestine 
Liberation Organizatio� (�.Lofilak"t�iterated to me and to the Lebanese authorities its firm 
position that all Palestinian�;"�· -��banon must respect the sovereignty and political independence 
of Lebanon at)d adhere to Lebanese law and security requirements . 

. . ::•�<�··::-s�·:�:<;.> .. :: .•' 

4 1  . .  /:/ During th� ·B�riod under review, .fl: _ s�ri�.s _ ()f_ i!1�i��!l!S _ _  i_n _ _ P_<'I:!e�t,it:t}?.n_,�;e�ge�_.c_�!11P.� -�a�e_ .,.
: : : · · ·{ Deleted: there have been 

ra1sed,�ncern. On 17 May, the Lepanese Armed Forces arrested the dnver of a vehicle suspected -.;- _: · - Deleted: Refugee 
of carr).iii;Jg.weapotiry out of the Ain al-Hi lweh camp. On 1 5  June, tensions increased in the Nahr \:· . >=D�e�let-ed�:�c�am�p�s-----� 
al-Bared .c'iimp ,aft�r the Lebanese Armed Forces arrested two young Palestinians. Residents -. >=D-e-Iet-ed�:�th�at"""-------< 
subsequentlyj)elted soldiers with stones who l���}i?.!��_\¥_i�h _ �fl_��L�!!Ef!_g_g!1�- -�-�!��!i_�_i_<'l:�_. _ _ l!t _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _  >=D�e�let-ed�:�re�tum-ed-----

� 
the ensuing tilashes in Nahr al-Bared and Ain al-Hilweh on 18 June, two people were killed. In 
addition, a substantial number of camp residents and Lebanese Armed Forces personnel were 
injured. The incidents sparked demonstrations in other camps in Lebanon. The incidents 
highlighted the specific need to address accesses issues there while continuing to respect broader 
security concern. In July, steps have been taken to ease access restrictions which have applied at 

./.
·�eleted: its 

Nahr al-Bared s ince the fighting there in 2007. In addition, the Lebanese Armed Forces resumed 
. _ .  

Deleted: and mission 
J.l?-<::.t�-�I}�}��.J!l���-�-."1:�()':1!1�_!h�-��-Tl!P.:.��!�-�-Mi!'!!���� -M!��!!_!!!��- -�-a!�-�!i_�_i."':�- -��P������."':!!Y.��- -��- -·/··_ .. 
appointed J9!."1:!�_<?!!11 . . . �J�-�h�_r_iX . .  �.- -!�� - -�-��--���_i_r_��--.<Jf).�<::_ - -����t:l������J��!!!1��!'! . . !?J."':!<?_g!!� .... :: : : - -
Committee to promote Lebanese-Palestinian exchanges on the living conditions of .[�[!!g_��-�·- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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42. Beyond the incidents l isted above, occasional security incidents and inter-factional 
clashes involving the use of weapons occurred in Ain al-Hilweh, causing some injuries but no 
fatalities. While the Lebanese authorities deem the cooperation with security authorities in the 
camp to be satisfactory, the threat of internal violence that could potentially spill over into 
surrounding areas still exists in a number of camps as some of them continue to provide safe 
haven for those who seek to escape the authority of the State. With the exception of the Nahr at
Bared camp, Lebanese authorities do not maintain a permanent presence inside the camps, 
despite the fact that the Cairo agreement of 1 969 - which permitted the presence of Palestinian 
armed forces in the refugees' camps - was annulled by the Lebanese parliarfi.�nt'in 1 987. 

. . . . -::::�;:::�.�-
43 . B.!-!�-������-i-��- - �<?�����<?.I!�.J��-Y�!�-���I)_i_��- - ���-g-��-� - _i�- -�����d�-- �����-��-�!���- -�_i��- -��- - , - - - - - {>D=e=let=ed

=
:=Th=e=h=======<J 

precarious . In this regard, Prime Minister Mikati pledged to me agairip_i� _ _ g�y��-��!:�. i��e��ti()_l) _ _ - - - - · - { Deleted: of ) 
Jsl_ __ �()_ _ j!�- -���!- �()_ - ��P-�<?��- -��_t!\�_ ! i�\�K�<?.'!�\!\<?.'!�:.I�-�-Y.'!_i���--����<?��- -���- -�<?.'!�_i���� -!� -��g_t:_ ���- - : · - - - - - {>=D

=
e
=
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=
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=
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=
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=
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Lebanese authorities to improve the conditions in which _I!'alestinian refugees live in Lebanon, · - - - - - { Deleted: would ) notably by faci litating their access to the official labour: inarket through the implementation of 
�---------� 

outstanding legislation, without prejudice to the ev�ritti'aL.resoiution of the Palestinian refugee 
question in the context of a comprehensive peace agreement in the region and bearing in mind the 
detrimental effects of dismal living conditions on the wid�r : se�urity situation. For its part, 
UNRWA is proceeding steadily with work to rebuild the Nahr-:al-Bared camp. Reconstruction of 
about a quarter of the camp has been finl!-Jized and further fund'ing is in place to complete about 
half of the overall work. Further progress:·�eP.erds <?n donor support. In the meantime� displaced 
refugees need continuing support notably in;�he fonli::orrefital subsidies . 

-�- , .. ·�· 
... · 

44. The presence of Palestinian armed S\<?UPS outside the camps continues to challenge the 
abil ity of Lebanon to exercise full sovereign�·9ver its territory. In spite of the decision taken in 
2006 by the National I).Jalo@,e, and J'�iterlit�_ i!l _ r_��-el1� -��ss_i_<?!l� _ _ <?U�_t:_�atj��-�l _p�a!�g':'�� -�<? _ _ _ _  . .  - - · ( Deleted: confirmed 
progress was made w,i_tfregar{to dismantling the Damascus-headquartered _PFLP-GC and Fatah 
At-Intifada military.·base.s _in tli:e countryi· All but one of these bases are located along the Syrian-
Lebanese border. Their pr�s�·�c� . cdhtiri ues to ,B� ����� j�� �-���-�11��-� _ ��y��_t!\g'!ry _ �!1� _g�������!l!�_l _ _ _  . . .  - - · { Deleted: compromise 
authority. It also poses a chililenge-to the effective control of the eastern border between Lebanon 
and the Syri� . Arab Republic� · I have called consistently upon the Lebanese authorities to 
dismantle th��-�--E�-�-�� - �'!� .. <?�.!�� _ _  Q()_y_�!'!!�_t:l1! _()_f_!��- -�)'�_i!!�--����-��P.':'�!!�- -�<? _ _  <?�()_p_t!���-�-�\!�-- - . . .  - · - �e�:!ed�the PFLP-oC and Fatah AI- 1 
thes� � efforts. During the month of May, the Secretary-General of the PFLP-GC, Ahmad Jibril, '--nn_a __ ,tary-'--------' 
vislt�d.: I,ebanon fofJhe first time since 2006 and met with a number of political leaders, mostly 
from th�.;'M,!\rch 8 soalition. During the visit. Jibrik��-t:��-�-!���--�_i� __ g���p--�()_':'}_�_�()_!_g_i��-':'Q _ _i!�- - - - - - - - - {_D_e_let_ed_:_Mr_J_ib_ri_l -----� 
arms and 'Hiattbe 'disarmament of Palestinian factions outside refugee camps in Lebanon would 
be conceiv�b-hfonly once the Arab-Israeli conflict were settled and the rights of the Palestinian 
people assured. 

III. Observations 
_ .  Deleted: I regret to report to the 

45 D · h · d d · h h b fu h 'bl · / Security Council that t 
to�ards t����!;,:m�����io�:t;��e��:in�-ni�ro�1sTt�i!f�esofii����ff�9 -i2�ij���t���-�!��-- ' <- - - - {>=D=e=let=ed=:�y=·t�•g;;.am=· ====-� 
time. Lebanon' s  stabi l ity and sovereignty have been severely challenged,. __ I_�� : :���:n�ry::K��: :· · ·- · ..  Deleted: over the last six months. In - the meantime, I am keenly aware that remained vulnerable to the impact of the Syrian conflict, polarizing opinions and increasing · -

tension. Largely as a result of the deteriorating situation in Syria, Lebanon has witnessed cross-
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border clashes and shelling; arms smuggling; the influx of thousands of refugees; deadly Alawi
Sunni clashes; and politicallv motivated assassination attempts, which destabilizeQ_ the country. I 
am deeply concerned by the impact of the Syrian crisis on Lebanon. Despite internal and external 
pressures, President S leiman and Prime Minister Mikati have J:IE�� -l-�- -�l1-�C::-� �-�ft:i_l_l_y __ �_E�!!C::.Y 

_ _ <?f_ _ .. - · {
>=

D=e=let= ed=:= so= c =ar =======< dissociation from the Syrian crisis .  I congratulate t h em .p_I_l_�!��_i_I: _� ff<?!!�-�11-�-��g� - �� �-�-!?. _�?_n_t_i}��!�--- - - - - - - ( Deleted : for the ir ------�----------_J 
!Q_pursue this policy. I also commend them for working with all parties to preserve Lebanon' s  
security and stabil ity i n  tf_iX���!! _c:;_i_����-�!��C::-� �: __ 1::!9_':':�-'(���-!-��- -�1_1-���-��i�g!y _ _  �?_ll_ ��-�1_1-�� -!�-�!. !!��- - - - - - - - ·{>D=e =let= ed =:=ve�ry =======< 
increasing Jlt1}:r!��_r__()L!�P_()_�-� -�f-�c:;-�i_'(!!!�-� - J�- -�)'�j�_�)'_ _tJ_i_��t1}}_��-'- -�- -�-�!"!1.�-��- -()f _!�_� __ g?_"'_� �!�g-<_ . - - · ( Deleted :  prolife rating 
coalition, could jeopardize this policy and ultimately Lebanon's  stabi l ity. ._. - - - - - - {�D_e_let_ed=:_mJ_·li_tan_t=====� 
46. While I am conscious that the remaining provisions of the resoli1�ion to be implemented 
are the most difficult and sensitive, and that the situation in the regiqh has not been conducive to 
further progress on the outstanding provisions of resolution 1 559 (2004), · I . t�!teriJ.te my firm 
conviction that it is in the best interest of Lebanon and the Lebanese to make ptdgress towards 
the full implementation of the resolution for the long-term sf�bil ity of the countr)i.and the region. 
Much work l ies ahead for the full implementation of re:solution 1 559 (2004), in particular as 
regards the question of weapons outside government �ofitr.ol .  .</�-· . . 

··:<�:-:··-< 
47. I condemn the increasing number of incidents in whicti ;<;:_iyi l (ans have been kil led, injured 
or put at risk on the Lebanese side of the border with the Syriafi :A.fab Republic owing to actions 
of the authorities of the Syrian Arab Repl;lbJic. I am also worried by sporadic reports of j��J� � �!�-- - - - - - - - {  Deleted : sp oradic 
involving armed elements of the Syrian oppositi_m:� �nd t h e ,b_���!��-��-A��-��_f_()!_��-�-�1_1-���--�?.��� ! _ __ . . .  - - ·{>=D
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areas. I call upon all parties, in particular th� G�yemme�t' of Syria, to cease all such J.l.�!!9_1_1�-·- -���- -- - - - - - · { Deleted : unacceptable 
to respect Lebanon's sovereignty and territqria] integrity in accordance with Security Counci l  
resolution 1 559 (2004). \ • 

. • . .;\, ,.. � 
48 .  I have repeated!X- caytioned that the · �idespread proliferation of weapons outside the 
control of the State comb ined }vith the continued existence of heavily armed militias are.,<?�!�()��- - - - - - - - ·{ Deleted : al toge the r  
for the security of :t:ebanese citizens, _as· · sadly manifested by the serious incident on 3 October. 
Armed groups defying· 'fh�.: �ontrbl '' of the State are incompatible with the objective of 
strengthening Lebanon' s  sov�reignty and political independence, and with the protection of 
Lebanon's uniq4e and plural{stic system and the rights of Lebanese citizens .  I condemn the . 
posses�iori\ind · the_ use of ili�gal weapons wherever they occur in Lebanon, in particular in 
populat'ed areas. F<;>.�: this reason, I appeal once again to all parties and States to immediately halt 
aWeffqrj:s to keep,:tfansfer and acquire weapons, and build para-mil itary capacities outside the 
authority' �f. the State. 

·<=>�:.�.")' .�··· 

' 

49.  The maintenance by Hizbullah of sizeable sophisticated military capabil ities outside the 
control of tlfe Government of Lebanon remains a matter of grave conce� _ _ p_�!�ll_l��!y_ _� __ i� _ _ . . .  - - - · { Deleted : to me �=----------------� 
creates an atmosphere of intimidation in the country and represents a key challenge to the safety 
of Lebanese civilians and to the Government's monopoly on the legitimate use of force. It also 
puts Lebanon in violation of its obligations under resolution 1 559 (2004) and constitutes a threat 
to regional peace and stabi l ity. I urge Hizbullah not to engage in any militant activity inside or 
outside of Lebanon. The launch of a drone by Hizbullah to Israel is a,(e_c;l_d_�s-�_p_r()_\'?_<?�!i()_n_ ��at _ _ _ .. /{ Deleted : n unwarran te d 
could lead to a dangerous escalation threatening Lebanon 's  stabil ity. I call yet again upon the 
leadership of Hizbullah to disarm and limit its activities to that of a Lebanese political party, 
consistent with the requirements of the Taif Agreement and Security Counci l  resolution 1 559 
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(2004). This requirement has become even more pressing as Parliamentary elections are due to 
take place in the spring of20 1 3 . In a democratic State, it is a fundamental anomaly that a political 
party maintains its own militia. 

50. As Lebanon lacks an indigenous arms manufacturing capabil ity,. _ _ L�-�!L�P.<?!! .. ���- - - - - - - -{_D_e_let_ed_:_. ________ .J 
Government of Lebanon and the Lebanese Armed forces to take all the necessary measures to 
prohibit Hizbullah from acquiring weapons and build para-military capacities outside the 
authority of the State in violation of resolution 1 559 (2004) and in so far as resolution 1 747 
(2006) is concerned. As Hizbullah maintains close ties with a number ofregional states, in 
particular with the Islamic Republic of Iran, I call upon these Stale� to encourage the 
transformation of the armed group into a solely political party and iti��s�rmament, consistent 
with the requirements of the Taif Agreement and resolution 1 559 (4004);--'iii· the best interest of 
Lebanon and regional peace and security. 

· · 

_ ,  

5 1 .  It is my firm belief that the best way to address tlie disarmament of armed groups in 
Lebanon, particularly Hizbullah, is through a Lebanese-letl.,sro_�S:-J?(lfty_ p�l�tiC(ll pr��-�s_s, _ _ �l!�_O!Jg�- - - - ·/( Deleted: cross partisan 
this process cannot make enough headway until externaL.actors · cease their military support to 
Hizbullah, �Yl�i�,�- i!�.!��I:J] __ n��!�! . .R�. _<?R�!! _ !�-�_i_s_(;!J��_i_J]_gjl'l_: _g���: l�i!!U�-� _! ����-'=-�t'_ t�:>.. ���-���}!] __ t_�j� _ _ , _ _  . .  - - { Deleted: and the group itself 
context, I would like to congratulate President Steiman for rec?':lvening the National Dialogue. I \;::_- - { Deleted: accepts 
also commend Lebanese leaders from across the spectrum for �heir commitment to the Baabda \:· [>=D=e=le=ted=:=to=d,;.isc=u=ss=its=====: 

I J2�5?!<l��!j�l}---�f_ _! .t }�.')�. -�� �_?_ .. .  QJ��-�- -!�-�!�. -�-i��-�g�l}--� -�!��� . . <?� . .  !�-�- .�.Y�J-�1]-- -����j�L\! .  _i_s_ _ _  i�����- _ .  \ Deleted: in good faith 
important that Lebanese leaders have commiJ:.t�? �?t to permit the use of Lebanon as a buffer ·- .. _ _  Deleted: declaration zon�-�-��-�-� -C:h�!!!l:�J. f<?�_!h�. P���g-� _�_(��-��-�«P-��-��-p-���-<?!l:I!-.�!.!�- -�Y.�.i�:.!�_i_s_ _��-�-J?.. !�P.<?��!)�- -- - - - - · - { Deleted· or a "] achievement that Members of the Security'S.6uncil _and other Member States should help the '----· --------� 
Government of Lebanon to sustain. 

· -\ 
52. At the last sessidn ·:··of the National : � Dialogue on 20 September, President S teiman . 
presented his vision o(� n�tipnal ,!j�f�!l�-�--���-t-�gyJ��- -t-�� -�<?-�!l:!I}'_·_ .L��- -g!<l� . . !�-�!- -������-��- -- - - - - - - {'D-e-let-ed�:-de-fe-n-se ___

_
_ _ 

leaders have now a-oasis on which to stait serious discussions on a crucial matter for Lebanon' s  
stability and domestic p��c(it'is ' i;hportant for this process to gain further traction. Tangible 
steps are needed towards ' disarming and disbanding militias. I urge all political leaders to 
transcend s�.cJ_�ri� and indivigu�l interests and genuinely promote the future and the interests of 
the State�: · ·Irrespective of the particular composition of the government, the authority of the 
LebWf��e State c';;:r;::<?nly be consolidated through progress on the issue of arms beyond its control .  
Th{�i\d result of s�ch a process must be that there are no weapons without the consent of the 
Govemhl:ent of Lebanon and no authority other than that of the Government of Lebanon 
consistent \\:!th_ th·�.Ta!f.Ag_�����l}-t 

_ _  �l'l_:d 
_ _ S_ec!l�HX.��u,n_ci)_r�_�o_l_�!i�n _ _ ! _�?.?_ _(2�9_4)_._ I�� -d_i_��!Jll!!l:g _ ____ _ _ _  . {_D_e_let_ed_: T_a_ef ______ _, 

and disbandi�j:f of Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias is a necessary element to complete the 
consolidation of Lebanon as a sovereign and democratic State. I therefore call upon President 
Steiman to ensure that the National Dialogue J:(ll�_�S _ _ <?I?�!:�!!�!)-�! -�����!�1!-.� . !!l: .!�_i-� - ��g_a�� -�_i���':l.t_ .. - - - - �ed: make ______ ___, 
delay. 

53 . I also encourage President Steiman and the Government of Prime Minister Mikati to . �: Damascus-Headquartered 
finally implement decisions taken in the past by the National Dialogue, such as the dismantling of / . ( Deleted: that 
Palestinian military bases maintained by the f�!:�:9.� .li!!�J��(l� __ a!)_�!!f<l��-�-���_i-�� -!�-�- ���g��- -- · · _./. )=D=e=let=ed=:=h=as=re=cen=tly=r=en=ew=e=d=its==< 
camps .  I was heartened �!�-�-!-��-���-��-l:.<?!�l}-_l}_t_��!�!-��l2!�<:��-�9 .. 9c��!�.�U!1_�-��!!�I!-.�!_!?_l_�!()_g_��1<? _ _.;>-' corrunitment 
,i_I�?R_le���-1?!.��!�- -��<?��-i_<?�: .I���-�-�<l���'- -I!-]���- -<?f .��!c�-�-�����_l-�- !��- -������- -�-�����-'='-'=�-��()_n 

_ _  ��- -- - - - - · · {>=D�e-let-ed=:-m-at-en-.al-iz-e----=< 
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Syria, undermine Lebanese sovereignty and challenge the country 's  abil ity to manage its land 
borders. Mindful that these two militias maintain close regional ties, I expect the Government of 
the Syrian Arab Republic to act constructively in this process. 

54. I am deeply concerned by the s ituation of Palestinian refugees in the camps in Lebanon. I 
hope that the coming period will see more substantive Lebanese-Palestinian dialogue and 
progress in improving the unremittingly miserable l iving conditions of the refugees, including 
through the implementation of outstanding legislation to ease their employment. Such progress 
would not prejudice the eventual resolution of the Palestinian refugee question in the context of a 
comprehensive regional peace agreement. I urge donors to support UNRWA a�d its vital work in 
providing services to Palestinian refugees in Lebanon. _.<\::::, .. 
55 .  I regret the absence of any progress on the border delineatiOn and deinarcat,ion with the 
Syrian Arab Republic. The absence of progress on this issue has a significant impact on 
enhancing border control .  Given that Syrian officials complilin of arms smuggling from Lebanon 
to Syrian opposition forces, I hope that Syrian officiats · ··share: _my sense of urgency about the 
necessity of border demarcation. _./ .:;:�:· . .·: · 

·�·· ' . . ' 
56 . I stress again the importance of . the early ad-�phon qf a comprehensive border 
management strategy by the Government of Lebanon. Doing ·-;;�:'would enable better control of 
Lebanon' s  international borders and prev,ent the i l legal transfers of arms in both directions. This 
has become even more pressing in the� ?'O"rit�xt . �f .e_'Y�Il_t_� __ 

i_�- -!�-�- -11-�!g�-�����ll_g __ �Y!.���- -����- -- - - . - - - { Deleted: the 
Republic and would help !Q_stern,J?�!�-�!!�_I_ ti�g��i,��:?�P������-i_<?��: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . - - - - {>=D

�
e
�
let
�
ed�: 

�
nun
�
. g������� 

.; ., . 
57. I deplore Israel ' s  continued violations.'pf Lebanon' s  sovereignty and territorial integrity. I 
call upon Israel to adhere to its obligations� .t,mder relevant Security Council resolutions and 
withdraw its forces from tile- ,northern part of ·the vil lage of Ghajar and an adjacent area north of 
the Blue Line, and cea�e its overflights of Lebanese airspace that �-�.<!�-�l!l_i��- -��-�- ���.<!!���i-� 

_ _ 
<?L- - - - - - { Deleted: raise tension, 

Lebanese security .s·ervi_c�s, -�-c!c_g�!l_�!���- -�_11���� _ -��()_!1_8 --��� _ -�!y_�l_i_��-J?�P_l!)��i_()_�: _ _ _ :r_��'Y _ _ (l}:S_() _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - Deleted: increase the risk of unintended 
greatly increase the risk of uninteiidea consequences in a region that is already seeth ing with '---c_on_fl_ic_t ��------....J 
tens ion .  

· 

- � -·; ;\_; .. . .  :>· 
58 .  J!l&' recfui�nce of security incidents throughout Lebanon, some of which have led to 
deatJl :(and injury;'\f�mains of serious concern,. _ _I�_ey_ _ _ �ig�_l_i_g�� - -th� _ _  fi:a_g!!!� _ _ ()f. _ !��- - �()-���!!�- - - - - - - - - ('---D_e_let_ed_:_to_m_e _____ � 

s ittiati_op and the need for Lebanese security forces to remain vigilant to prevent the il legal use of 
weapoD'(i�!, the co�·htry and impose law and order. I welcome recent statements by President 
S leiman deplorin� the proliferation of weapons in the country and its domestic use. I also �;;..."'" "'� · commend th�):.ebanese Armed Forces and the Internal Security Forces which have performed 
robustly in �adress ing several security challenges over the reporting period, including the arrest 
of former Minister Samaha. In this context, I call upon the Lebanese authorities to complete the 
investigation and due process in a fair and transparent way in order to bring all those implicated 
in this case to justice. 

59.  I am grateful to those ,M�n}_��r -�!�-��� _ _  th_at _<l!�- -��\p_i_�g _ !� - �ql!iP. _ �Il-�)!_aj� -!�e _ _ L_e�a��-se 
__ , - - - - - - (>=D�e�let�ed�:�co�un�tr�ie�s======< Armed Forces and the Internal Security Forces, and I urge the international community to - - - - - - { Deleted: to 

continue this critically required support. This is essential to enable the Government of Lebanon to 
'--------------' 

assume effectively its responsibilities under relevant Security Counci l  resolutions. I stand ready 
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to ass ist, as appropriate, efforts to move forward the initiative of the Government of Lebanon to 
strengthen the capacity of the Lebanese Armed Forces. 

60. The multiple challenges faced by Lebanon at present, largely as a result of the Syrian 
crisis, are .[�-�! : _Q_i��-�- ���- -����������-�ry-�i-������-�-��������j_z;��-g-���-���-S_f?_ �-���f?�, -�� -��-�1?�1?.���-ry _ _ _ .. - - - · {'--o-e_let_ed_: _ve-'-ry ______ __. 
that the spirit of cooperation and respect for the principles of co-existence and security in 
Lebanon prevail as must domestic peace without intimidation by armed groups as set out in the 
Taif Agreement. In this context, I am encouraged by the response of Lebanese leaders across the 
political spectrum to the message of Pope Benedict XVI during his visit to L�b�non in Septembei;, _ _ _ _  . . .  · (..._o_e_ let_ ed_: :....' ______ ___) 
encouraging an atmosphere of calm and tolerance among all communities.� · . .  · · 

· . · . . ;-· .  
6 1. It is imperative not to let Lebanon be drawn into regional tqrmoil .  -�el?anon must not be 
used anymore as a battleground for actors seeking to advance their o\vn inter�sts at the country's 
expense or to destabil ize the region,. __ !_}?�l_i_�Y.l? .. ��-'!� . !�f? .. C�Il})-�!Y .. c��- -���f? .. t_h���g_h. _ _ ����- -�-�i_t_i_��_l _ _ _ _  ./( Deleted : for their own benefit 
period safely if its leaders show a measure of unity and re_sp'onsibil ity. This wiWiilso require that 
the international community give priority to protecting Lebanon from harm at this difficult time. 
In addition, this should not detract from the full implementation of this and all other Security 
Counci l  resolutions pertaining to Lebanon, which remain the b_est_ way to ensure Lebanon ' s  long-
term prosperity and stabil ity as a democratic state. · 

62. I remain firmly committed to the i1pplementation of resolution 1 559 (2004) for the sake of 
peace and securityy_g._��!�8.-� . .P����!-!!�_r_ly __ 4!fti�l!..l.t __ ��9:.���_1_1��-gj!!g_!��-�-!!�-h����-<?!l:J!.���-�l?f���-'- - - · · · - - - {�o _e _let_ed_: ':__ ______ ....) 
call on all parties and actors to fully abide by '�esolutiqns 1 559 (2004), 1680 (2006) and 1 70 1  
(2006). I will continue my efforts towards the.:fi.lii impibmentation of these and all other Security 
Counci l  resolutions pertain ing to Lebanon. "' 

'\ . .  :. . .. �. 

.,, 
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S i x t e e n t h  S e m i - A n n u a l  R e p o r t  o f  t h e  

S e c r e t a r y - G e n e r a l  t o  t h e  S e c u r i t y  C o u n c il  o n  t h e  
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  S e c u r i t y  C o u n c i l  R e s o l u t i o n  1 5 5 9  ( 2 0 0 4 )  

October 20 12  

I. Background 

1 .  The current report is my sixteenth semi-annual report on the implety.&'t'ltation of Security 
Council resolution 1 5 59 (2004). It reviews and assesses the process of tl 

"' 
plementation of the 

resolution since my last report issued on 20 April 20 1 2  (S/20 12/24 tes the absence of 
further tangible progress on key provisions of the resolution, a 
continue to threaten Lebanon's  sovereignty, ten1torial integrity and polit ependence, 
despite President1 Sleiman's and Prime Mini5.1er Mikati 's  careful policy of disass ing Lebanon 
from the Syrian crisis, and the resumption ofth National Dialogue. 

�· 
'\,__ ''" ,c. � I �"'jib 

2 .  Over the last six months, the ongoing turmoil in the Syrian Arab Republic has further 
affected Lebanon, increa<>ing political polarization and concern that the unrest in SyTia could have 
negative consequences for Lebanon's  stability. Incidents of cross-border fire, incursions, 
abductions and arms trafficking across the Lebanese-Syrian border have increased significantly, 
Syrian anny violations of Lebanon's  sov · ty have intensified, including intermittent shelling 
from Syria These incidents have caused d and damage to property in Lebanon . 

. :i< 

3 .  The crisis in Syria has posed new ch e security and authority of the Lebanese 
state. In particular, domestic tensions have · gnificantly increased across Lebanon between 
groups with diverging positions vis-a-vis the ,''an crisis, leading to armed clashes that resulted 
in death and injury in the north of the country:in addition, Lebanon has continued to host a large 
number of Syrian nationals fleeing the violence in their country, as well as Palestinian refhgees 
who were based in Syria. 

4. On 5 July, opposition Parliament member Boutros Harb was targeted in an assassination 
attempt in housing his office in Beirut. This was the second incident of this type this 
year · attempt on Lebanese Forces leader Samir Geagea n ear his residence 
ill 

5. Lebanese authorities arrested tormer Minister and Member of Parliament 

involvement in smuggling explosives from Syria, allegedly as part of a plot 

Lebanon, \•.rith the aim of provoking confessional strife. Syrian General 
Mamlouk · Colonel Adnan have also been identified as suspects in the san1e case with plotting 
to assassinate political and religious figures in the country and planning terrorist attacks by a 
Lebanese military court. More recently, the Military Court has been examining evidence that 1".-J. A '1 �� � ·  y 

ft; Syrian President'& · er> Buthaina Shaaban , was also allegedly involved in the case. Mr. 
Samaha's  public alignment with positions of the Syrian Government has deepened concerns 
about attempts to draw Lebanon into regional events. 

1 
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6. On 16 September, the head of the Iranian revolutionary guards, Mr. Ali Jaafari., stated 
publicly that members of the elite Quds Forces were present in Lebanon as advisers. The 
President and the Government of Lebanon have requested immediate clarifications from the 
Govenunent of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Shortly .aftet:..that� the Foreign Ministry of the 

- ) Islamic Republic of Iran denied the statement attributed�e head of the Iranian revolutionary 
Guards. � e  r � c, t-lu- > 

7. On 1 1  October, the Secretary-General of Hizbullah con±Jrm.ed publicly that his party had 
launched an Iranian-built drone, assembled in Lebanon, to Israel for a reconnaissance mission. 
The Israeli Air Force shot it down on 6 October over southern Israel. 

ll. Implementation of Resolution 1559 (2004) 

8. Since the adoption of Security Council Resolution 1 5 59 on 2 September 2004, several of 
its provisions have been implemented as highlighted in 1 evious reports. Presidential and 
parliamentary elections took place in a free and fair nner"- Syria withdrew its troops and 
military assets from Lebanon in April 2005 .  Leb . ·,a established full diplomatic 
relations in 2009. 

9. President Steiman and Prime Minister Mikati �tve ·'nued to affmn during the 
reporting period Lebanon' s  respect for all United Nationr res utions. However, the escalating 
crisis in Syria has further stalled processes that are fundamental for the implementation of this 
and other Security Council resolutions pertaining to Lebanon. In addition it has increased 
political tensions in the country. 

10 .  The delineation of the Syrian-Lebanese border, which was strongly encouraged by the 
Security Counc'il in its re 1680 (2006), has not yet taken place. Moreover, the existence 
and activities of Leba n-Lebanese militias continue to pose a threat to the stability of 
the country and th :  · !ight the need for the Government of Lebanon and the 
Lebanese Armed Forces · •''�ir efforts to reach a full monopoly on the possession of 

fghout Lebanon. 

1 1 . My representatives an I have remained in regular contact with all parties in Lebanon 
over the reporting period, as well as with relevant regional and international leaders. I met Prime 
Minister Mikati in New York on 27 September. On this occasion, I reiterated the United Nations' 
unwavering commitment to Lebanon's  stability and security in these difficult times for the 
country, a.<; well as the need for Lebanon to continue its efforts to meet all of its international 
obligations, in particular those under relevant Security Council resolutions. 

A. Sovereignty, Territorial Integrity, Unity, and Political htdependence of Lebanon 

1 2 .  Resolution 1 559 (2004) aims at strengthening the sovereignty, territorial integrity, unity, 
and political independence of Lebanon under the sole and exclusive authority of the Government 
of Lebanon throughout .L.eban�in line with the Taif Agreement of 1 989 to which all the 
political parties in Lehan n 1ave committed themselves. This objective has remained the highest 
priority of my efforts to facilitate the implementation of all resolutions pertaining to Lebanon. 
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13 .  In its resolution 1 680 (2006), the Security Council strongly encourages the Government 
of the Syrian Arab Republic to respond positively to the re.quest by the Government of Lebanon 
to delineate their common border. I have continued to call upon Syria and Lebanon to achi eve the 
full delineation of their common border. However, given the unrest in neighbouring Syria, no 
tangible steps have been taken by either side during the period under review towards the 
delineation and demarcation of the border between Lebanon and Syria. 

1 4. I recall that the delineation and demarcation of Lebanon' s  boundaries remain an essential 
element to guarantee the country's  sovereignty and territorial integrity. It is ��.o a critical step to 
allow for proper border controL The complex security situation along the syri<i�Lebanese border 
in the current circumstances further underlines the importance of de. , 'ng the border. As 
Syrian officials now complain of arms smuggling from Lebanon to*.jyn sition forces, it 
adds to the m·gency of border demarcation. While acknowledging the bilat ture of border 
delineation, progress on this matter remains rut obligation of the two countri tier Security 
Council resolution 1680 (2006), derived from 1 559 (2004). • 

1 5 .  During the reporting period, there has been a significant increase of shelling incidents and 
incursions by the Syrian govenunent forces, some of which targeted Lebanese villages along the 
border. From 1 January until 30 June 20 1 2, 7 shelling incidents were reported in northern 
Lebanon, against 3 1  incidents for the month of Julytonly. These incidents have led to Lebanese 
ca!:.'Ualties and prompted the Government f Lebanonl5 increase the deployn!ent of the Lebanese 
Arme<LUrces along the northem borde i · et decision on 9 July 20� On 1 7  September, 
. �first time, missiles fired by Syrian w ote area on the edge of the Lebanese 
town of Arsal. On 2 1  September, the Li\F t there had been incidents in the Ea<stern 
Bekaa involving LAF personnel and armed e . ents of the Syrian opposition. No casualties were 
reported. The LAF stated that it would not al ;..� any patty to use Lebanese territory in order to 
drag Lebanon towards the developments of nej�boring countries and renewed its determination 
to defend Lebanese territory and confront any violation regardless ofthe responsible party behind 
it. 

16 .  Until mid July, Lebanon complained about these Syrian violations and incidents 
h military channels only. On 23 July, at the request of President Steiman, 
· 

hese violations at the political levd for the first time through diplomatic 
her, Prime Minister Mikati instructed Lebanon' s ambassador to Damascus 

to , my shelling along and across the border. The Prime Minister of Lebanon 
determination to protect Lebanon from these violations of Lebanese 

torial integrity. In recent public comments, President S leiman urged both the 
s and the opposition to avoid f5»n crossing into Lebanese territory and shelling 

border areas.•' strongly deplored these gross violations of Lebanon' s  territorial integrity and the 
loss of life. I called on the Syrian Government to respect Lebanon' s  sovereignty and territorial 

integrity in accordance with Security Council resolutions . The Security Council also expressed 
grave concern over those repeated incidents in a press statement on 1 8  July. The situation on 
Lebanon's northern border remains tense, underscoring the need for continued vigilance 

internationally about the risk otyurther impact from the crisis  in Syria 

1 7. The c���::d occupatio�by the Israel Defense f'orces of the northem part of the village 
of Ghajar and an adjacent area north of the Blue Line stands in violation of Lebanon' s 
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sovereignty, and resolutions 1 5 59 (2004) and 1701 (2006). My representatives and I have 
continued to engage closely with both parties with the view to facilitating the withdrawal of 
Israeli forces from the area in implementation of resolution 1 70 1  (2006). 

1 8 . There has been no progress either in relation to the issue ofthe Shab'a Farm area. Neither 
the Syrian Arab Republic nor Israel have reacted to the provisional defwition of the area 
contained in my report on the implementation of resolution 1 70 1  (2006), issued on 30 October 
2007 (S/2007 /64 1  ). 

1 9 .  TI1e Israel Defense Forces continued to make almost daily in 
:il!� ... � . ··toils mto Lebanese 

se overflights are 
70 1 (2006). The 

ored them and 
'�rflights are 

airspace, mainly by unmanned aerial vehicles, but also fighter je  
violations of Lebanese sovereignty and resolutions 1 559 (20 

Government of Lebanon has repeatedly protested these violations. have 
demanded that they cease immediately. Israeli authorities claim in tum that the 
carried out for security reasons. 

B. Extension of Lebanese Government Control over All Lebanese Territory 

20.  The Govemment of Lebanon has reiterated to the United Nations its intention to extend 
the State' s  authority over all Lebanese territory as �lied for by the 1989 Taif Agreement and 
resolution 1 559 (2004) and. The 1-.eban med 1Fo�ces and the Intemal Security Forces have 
played a crucial role in implementing t 'tment, in ditlicult security circumstances. 
However, the ability of the Lebanese Stat ise its authority over all of its territory 
remains curtailed and challenged, underlini or continued international support to the 
Government and the bel.<mne mmed,..I'erees. 

L I t:' 
2 1 .  Over the last six months, Lebanon h continued to face significant challenges to its 
security and stability domestically, linked directly or indirectly to the crisis in Syria. A series of 
security incidents have highl ighted once again the threats to the security of Lebanon posed by 
armed groups outside ofthe control ofthe state and by the proliferation of weapons. 

22.  a this year, there has been intermittent heavy fighting in Tripoli between the 
naf'ftT�fW i and Alawi neighbourhoods of Bab al-Tabbaneh and Jebel Mohsen, which 

asion for several days. They involved the use of heavy weapons and led to 
aths and injuries. The deployment of the Lebanese Army and Internal 

. e area has contained the fighting but the situation still remains fragile .  The 
d guns, atmnunition and heavy weapons in the area. 

23 . On 15 August, dozens of Syrian nationals and a Turkish national were abducted by a Shia 
clan in Beirut in retaliation for the abduction earlier in that week of one of their family members 
in Syria. TI1e Government of Lebanon condemned those developments, called for restraint on all 
sides and established a security committee to follow up on these events. I strongly condemned 
kidnappings and retaliatory hostage-taking in Syria and Lebanon and called for the immediate 
release of all those detained without due process and in violation of their human rights. On 1 1  
September, the LAF freed the last hostage kidnapped on 1 5  August, while four Syrians and a 
Turkish national had been freed in an operation in south Beirut on 8 September in which 
government forces made several arrests in connection with the kidnapping. Following the release 
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on 25 September of one of the Lebanese pilgrims kidnapped in SyTia in May, nine still remain in 
captivity. 

24. Lebanese public opinion is deeply divided as to events in Syria. There have been security 
i.ncid�nts, demonstrations and protests in Beirut, Sidon and in the region of Akkar in particular -
some violent, others peacefttl - - which have reflected confessional tensions or challenged the 
authority of 1he state, for instance through 1he blocking of major highways, bunting tires, 
shooting in the air. 

25.  Taken together the incidents listed above are indicative of the ongoing security threats in 
1he country and the proliferation of weapons held by non-state actors. They are also a rentinder 
that the Lebanese authorities should do more to impose law and order throughout the country. On 

20 September, the Cabinet approved a broad, medium-term plan budgeted at 1 .6 Billion USD to 
increa<;e the capacity and capability of the Lebanese Armed Fo�c l including for border security 
management. The Lebanese Authorities have indicated ,�ft�- they will be looking for lYN 
assistance and donor support for tltis plan as part of · 4� i lcmentation of resolution 1 70 1  
(2006). I welcomed the Govenunent's decision. 

26. Over the reporting period, the situatiol( �I} the U e� of operation has remained 
cautiously calm and stable.  As the beeanese-Aflri�d Foroes dep some troops out of South of 
the Litani Sector to reinforce . its efforts along tee 1orth-eas ern border, UNIFIL increased 
operational activities in its are� The Lebanese Armea Forces assured the United Nations that this 

�.r�e:.., · a te. porary measure and� e troops would be sent back to the South as soon as the situation 
allows� In the meantime, on some occasions, UNIFIL faced some restrictions to its freedom of 
movement in its area of operations, which in some instances -have endangered the safety and 
security of the UN peacekeepers. The freedom of movement of UNIFIL and 1he security and 
safety of its personnel ar · 1 to the effective execution ofthe Force ' s  mandate . I condemned 

such restriction '1 Qft" epetj freedom of movementTil.e primary responsibility-for 
ensuring 1he secu'rity: 1ovement of UNIFIL in its area of operations lies with 
the Government of Leb rt to the Security Council in more detai on these issues 

}�mentation of resolution 1 70 1  (2006). 
d'' 

27. There are continuing reports of shootings and explosions in and around para-military 
infra51ructures in the Eastern Beka'a Valley belonging to the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine - General Command and Fatah al-lntifadah headquartered in Damascus, confirming 
that para-military training occur in these facilities. The permanent presence of such bases along 
the Syrian-Lebanese border adds to the general porosity of parts of the land border and poses a 
challenge for the control of the border by the Lebanese security forces. It also makes the 
delineation of the border more difficult. 

28 .  With regard to Lebanon's  border with the Syrian Arab Republic, there continue to be 
reports of arms trafficking taking place in both directions. Several Member States have expressed 
deep concern over the illegal transfer of weapons across the land borders. The Lebanese Armed 

Forces have had successes in recent months in interdicting arms consignments apparently bound 
for Syria. At the same time, President Steiman and the LAF, have been very clear in rejecting 
suggestions of widespread and substantial arms trafficking toward..;; Syria. Yet, Lebanese 
authorities have indicated that the land border between Lebanon and Syria remains difficult to 
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control, but that the Lebanese Armed Forces are deployed and have sought to tighten control 
along the border to the best of its ability by increasing the number of patrols and observation 
mission. I take all these repott'l very seriously but the United Nations does not have the means to 
verify them independently. I have repeatedly expressed my concerns about two-way arms 
smuggling across the Syt-ian-Lebanese border, which poses risks to both countries. 

29. The allegations of arms trafficking across the Syrian-Lebanese border and the repeated 

incidents along the border that caused death and injury to civilians emphasize the urgent need to 

improve the management and control of Lebanon's  land borders. This is also. necessity in order 
to avoid armed groups and militias in Lebanon from expanding their w . ·  s arsenal, \Vhich 
constitutes a threat for domestic and regional peace. Despite the co expressed by the 
Lebanese Government to adopt a comprehensive national strategy fi anagement, little 
concrete progress has been accomplished on this matter at this stage. 
an obligation under Security Council resolutions that all &1ates take the nece 
order to prevent the transfer of arms to groups outside the control of the Goverrun 

C. Disbanding and Disannament of Lebanese and non-Lebanese Militias 

30. In its resolution 1 559 (2004), the Security Council calls for the disarming and disbanding 
of all Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias. This key remaining provision of the resolution is yet 
to be implemented. It merely reflects a re-affrrms a decision that all Lebanese committed 
themselves to in the Taif Accord iu 1989, · .rmath of the civil war. This agreement led at 
the time to Lebanese militias - \'liith the e. · >bullah - giving up their weapons. Tllis 
agreement must be preserved and implemen order to avoid the spectre of a renewed 
confrontation amongst the Lebanese. 

3 1 .  Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias . ontinue to operate in the country outside of 
Government's  control in serious violation of resolution 1 5 59 (2004). ·while several groups across 
the political l>pectnun in Lebanon possess weapons outside Government control, the armed 
component of Hizbullah is the most significant and most heavily armed Lebanese militia in the 
country, reaching almost the capacities of a regular army. The maintenance of arms by Hizbullah 
and other gr oses a serious challenge to the State' s ability to exercise filii sovereignty and 
authori ' tory. In addition, there are a series of Palestitlian armed groups operating in 
the c, A outside the refugee camps. 

32.  dly expressed my deep concern to Lebanese leaders about the serious risks 
'stence ofthese militias poses to the stability ofthe country and the region. I 

urged them dress this matter without further delay, as it is their obligation under Security 
Council resolUtion 1559 (2004). Nonetheless, the leadership of Hizbullah acknowledges that it 
maintains a substantial military arsenal separate from that of the State, claiming it serves 
defensive purposes against Israel. In public pronouncements, the leadership of Hizbullah stated 
that it has upgraded the strength of its military capabilities and will seek to continue to do so. 
Tlus is in blatant defiance of resolution 1 559 (2004). The Secretary-General of Hizbullah also 
acknowledged on 1 1  October that his nlilitia had launched a drone to Israel that was intercepted 
by the Israeli Air Force on 6 October. Hizbullah is also a Lebanese political party. Israeli officials 
have argued that, given the participation of Hizbullah in the Lebanese government, Israel would 
consider reacting to any Hizbullah attack on Israel with retaliation on the Lebanese state. 
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3 3 .  On 3 October at least three Hizbullah militants were killed and several other people 

wounded as a result<; of explosions at a depot for ammunition in the Bekaa town of Nabi Sheet. 
Immediately after the eA-plosion, Hizbullah militants cordoned off the area. That incident was a 
stark reminder of the risk posed by the presence of ammunition held by non �'tate actors, 
particularly in densely populated area. Following this incident, members of the Lebanese 
opposition reiterated their call for the urgent need to resolve the issue of Hizbullah's  weapons. 

34. In recent months, I have seen credible reports suggesting invo1veme 
other Lebanese political forces in support of the parties in the conflict · · 

have raised this matter with me with concern, particularly in the wak cent reports on the 
killing of Hizbullah militants involved in the fighting against a s of the Syrian 
Opposition. Such militant activities by Hizbullah in SyTia co adict ndennine the 
dissociation policy ofthe Government of Lebanon, of which Hizbullah is a coali hember. 

3 5 .  Over the reporting period, there has been yet again no tangible progress towards the 
disbanding and disarming of Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias as called for in the Taif Accord 
and resolution 1 5 59 (2004). I recall that since the adoption of the resolution in 2004, with the 
exception of the National Dialogue of 2006 that took some preliminary decisions on this matter 
that were never implemented, no concrete steps have been taken to address this crucial issue 
which stands at the heart of the sovereignty and the political independence of Lebanon. 
Nonetheless, several Lebanese groups an uals have been speaking up against Hizbullah's  
maintenance of a military arsenal which th · 

_ •destabilizing factor in the country and 
contradictory to democracy, as many Leba continued existence of such arms as an 
implicit threat for use within Lebanon for cal reasons, bearing in mind in particular the 
violent events of May 2008.  

36. I have long supported the National Dialogue, a Lebanese-led political process, as the best 
way to address the issue of anns and achieve the ultimate goal that there are no weapons or 
armed forces in Lebanon other than those of the Lebanese State. This is the process that the 

Lebanese leaders committed to in 2008.  On 1 1  June, President Sleiman succeeded in re
convening the National Dialogue that had not met since November 20 10 .  11te session was 
attended by many of the country' s  leaders from ac.,-ross the political spectrum, representing both 
the March 8 and March 1 4  political movements. The Secretary-General of Hizbullah, one of the 
main stakeholders in the matters to discuss was absent from the meeting. He bad not attended any 
of the dialogue sessions since it reconvened in 2008. He was represented by Hizbullah 
parliamentary leader Mohamed Raad. Former Prime Minister Hariri was also absent and 
represented by Fonner Prime Minister Siniora, who also attends the National Dialogue in his own 
capacity. The leader of the Lebanese Forces, Samir Geagea, declined to participate. At the 
conclusion of the 1 1  June session, a declaration was issued recording the agreement of the 

participants on 17  points, including commitment to the promotion of calm on the security, 
political and media levels; avoidance of violence and recourse to arms; support for the Lebanese 

Armed Forces; making Lebanon neutral with respect to regional and international conflicts and 
the avoidance of the negative impact of regional crises; except in matters where there is an Arab 
or intemational consensus or relating to the Palestinian cause; and commitment to intemational 
resolutions. 
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37. Since 1 1  June, the National Dialogue convened three times on 25 June, 1 6  August and 20 
September. In the 25 June session, it was decided that President Steiman should present his 
vision \vith regard to a national defense strategy, including the weapons issue, as a basis for the 
discussion. The participants reaflirmed their commitment to the joint Baabda declaration of 1 1  
June. They also called upon the Government to put in place mechanisms for implementing earlier 
decisions of the National Dialogue with regard to the Palestinians, including by addressing their 
social and humanitarian situation and Palestinian weapons outside the camps. On 16 August, 
after much uncertainty about the participation of the opposition that insisted that the weapons of 
Hizbullah be discussed, the National Dialogue resumed talks and agreed to postpone discussions 
on National Defense strategy until all members could be present; and to impose, through all 
legitimate means, security throughout Lebanon, including the establishment of a committee made 

up of members ofthe Dialogue to peacefully resolve the issue ofkidnappings in the country. 

38 .  At the last session on 20 September, President Sleiman tabled a short paper laying out his 
vision for a comprehensive national defense strategy. Whi · participants did not discuss the 
substance of the paper, they agreed in a j oint statement o�ider the President's vision as "a 
starting point tor discussion aiming at concurring on4; �-ifense strategy, addressing the 
issue of arms" and further assetted "the necessity to main � dynamics of the dialogue". The 
next session is set for November. 

39. The ddiberations within the National Dialogue since iL esumed in June have displayed 
yet again very diverging positions between the two main camps in particular related to the 
weapons of Hizbullah. In the meantime, participants expressed jointly their commitment to 

domestic peace and to protect the country from the potential repercussion of the crisis in Syda. 

40. With regard to the situation of Palestinians in Lebanon, the leadership of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization ( has reiterated to me and to the Lebanese authorities its ftrm 
position that all Palesf banon must respect the sovereignty and political independence 
of Lebanon and adh� d security requirements. 

41 . �view, there have been a series of incidents in J>atestinian 
Refugee Camps that have rai oncern. On 1 7  May, the Lebanese Armed Forces arrested the 
driver of a vehicle suspected d' can·ying weaponry out of the Ain al-Hilweh camp. On 15 June, 
tensions increased in the Nahr at-Bared camp after the Lebanese Armed Forces arrested two 
young Palestinians. Residents subsequently pelted soldiers with stones who returned with frre, 
killing one Palestinian. In the ensuing clashes in Nahr al-Bared and Ain al-Hilweh on 1 8  June, 
two people were killed. In addition, a substantial number of camp residents and Lebanese Armed 
Forces personnel were i.t�ured. The incidents sparked demonstrations in other camps in Lebanon. 
The incidents highlighted the specific need to address accesses issues there while continuing to 
respect broader security concem. In July, steps have been taken to ease access restrictions which 
have applied at Nahr at-Bared since the ftghting there in 2007. In addition, the LAF resumed its 
duties and mission in and around the camp. Prime Minister Mikati met Palestinian representatives 
and appointed 1v1r. Khaldoun el-Sharif as the new chairman to the Lebanese-Palestinian Dialogue 
Committee to promote Lebanese-Palestinian exchanges on the living conditions of the refi1gees. 

42. Beyond the incidents listed above, occasional security incidet1ts and inter-factional 
clashes involving the use of weapons occurred in Ain al-Hilweh, causing some injuries but no 
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fatalities. While the Lebanese authorities deem the cooperation with security authorities in the 
camp to be satisfactoty, the threat of internal violence that could potentially spill over into 
surrounding areas still exists in a number of camps as some of them continue to provide safe 
haven for those who seek to escape the authority of the State. With the exception of the Nahr at
Bared camp, Lebanese authorities do not maintain a permanent presence inside the camps, 
despite the fact that the Cairo agreement of 1969 - which permitted the presence of Palestinian 
armed forces in the refugees' camps - was annulled by the Lebane�e parliament in 1987. 

43 . The humanitarian conditions of Palestinian refhgees in Lebanon hav�.,remained dire and 
precarious. Prime Minister Mikati pledged to me again that his govemm t'��'Uld do its best to 
improve their living conditions. The United Nations has continu�9:' ge the Lebanese 
authorities to improve the conditions in which Palestinian refugees Jfe anon, notably by 
facilitating their access to the official labour market through the imP'lemen of outstanding 
legislation, without prejudice to the eventual resolution of the Palestinian refug ·

"
stion in the 

context of a comprehensive peace agreement in the region and bearing in mind<' e detrimental 
effects of dismal living conditions on the wider security situation. For its part, lJNRWA is 
proceeding steadily with work to rebuild the Nahr al-Bared camp. Reconstruction of about a 
quarter of the camp has been fmalized and further funding is in place to complete about half of 
the overall work. Further progress depends on donor support. In the meantime displaced refugees 
need continuing support notably in the form of rental subsidies. 

44. The presence of Palestinian anne outside the camps continues to challenge the 
ability of Lebanon to exercise full soverei · 

.. itory. In spite of the decision taken in 
2006 by the National Dialogue, and con:fi t session of the National Dialogue, no 
progress was made with regard to dismantli Damascus-headquartered PFLP-GC and Fatah 
Al-Intifada military bases in the country. All ne of these bases are located along the Syrian-
Lebanese border. Their presence continu to compromise Lebanese sovereignty and 
govermnental authority. It also poses a challenge to the effective control of the eastern border 
between Lebanon and the SyTian Arab Republic. I have called consistently upon the Lebanese 
authorities to dismantle the PFLP-GC and Fatah Al-Intifada military bases, and on the 

Government of the Syrian Arab Republic to cooperate with these efforts. During the month of 
May, the Sec. tary-General of the PFLP-GC, Ahmad Jibril, visited Lebanon for the first time 
since 2 with a number of political leaders, mof>1ly from the March 8 coalition. lv1r · 

Jibril group would not give up its aims and that the disarmament of Palestinian 

fac;t: ee camps in Lebanon would be conceivable only once the Arab-Israeli 
con:fli nd the rights of the Palestinian people assured 

III. 

45 . I regret to report to the Security Council that there has been yet again no further tangible 
progress towards the implementation of the remaining provisions of resolution 1 5 59 (2004) over 
the last six months. In the meantime, I am keenly aware that Lebanon' s f>tability and sovereignty 
have been severely challenged during the period under review. TI1e country has remained 
vulnerable to the impact of the Syrian conflict, polarizing opinions and increasing tension. 
Largely as a result of the deteriorating situation in Syria, Lebanon has witnessed cross-border 
clashes and shelling; arms smuggling; the influx of thousands of refugees; deadly Alawi-Sunni 
clashes; and political assassination attempts, which destabilize the country. I am deeply 
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concerned by the impact of the Syrian crisis on Lebanon. Despite internal and eJ�.temal pressures, 
President Sleiman and Prime Minister Mikati have so far upheld successfully a policy of 
dissociation from the Syrian crisis. I congratulate them for their efforts and urge them to pursue 
this policy. I also commend them for working with all parties to preserve Lebanon's security and 

stability in very difficult circumstances. However, I am increasingly concerned that proliferating 
reports of militant activities in Syria by Hizbullah, a member of the governing coalition, could 
jeopardize this policy and ultimately Lebanon's stability. 

46. While I am conscious that the remaining provisions of the resolutio be implemented 

are the most difllcult and sensitive, and that the situation in the region has een conducive to 
further progress on tl1e outstanding provisions of resolution 1 5 59 (� reiterate my ftnn 
conviction that it is in the best interest of Lebanon and the Lebanes.f?fo 1 progress towards 
the full implementation of the resolution for the long-tenn !>1ability o�e cou and the region. 
Much work lies ahead for the full implementation of resolution 1 559 (2004), �icular as 
regards the question of weapons outside government control. l 

47. I condemn the increasing number of incidents in which civilians have been killed, injured 
or put at risk on the Lebanese side of the border with the Syrian Arab Republic owing to actions 

of the authorities of the Syrian Arab Republic. I am also wonied by reports of sporadic incide.nts 
involving anned elements of the Syrian opposition and the LAF in the border areas. I call upon 
all parties, in particular the Government of Syria, to cease all such unacceptable actions, and to 
respect Lebanon's sovereignty and terri · tegrity in accordance with Security Council 
resolution 1 559 (2004). 

1' 
48. I have repeatedly cautioned that th espread proliferation of weapons outside the 
control of the State combined with the co ued existence of heavily armed militias are 
altogether ominous for t "ty of Leb citizens, as sadly manifested by the serious 
incident on 3 October. oups defying the control of the State are incompatible with the 
objective of strengt · .· ' sovereignty and political independence and with the 
protection of Lebanon's ic sy�tem and the rights of Lebanese citizens. I condemn 
the possession and the usc 1 weapons wherever they occur in Lebanon, in particular in 
populated areas. For this reas appeal once again to all parties and States to immediately halt 
all efforts to keep, transfer anti acquire weapons, and build para-military capacities outside the 
authority of the State. 

49. The maintenance by Hizbullah of sizeable sophisticated military capabilities outside the 
control oft he Government of Lebanon remains a matter of grave concern to me, particularly as it 
creates an atmosphere of intimidation in the country and represents a key challenge to the safety 
of Lebanese civilians and to the Government's monopoly on the legitimate use of torce. It also 

puts Lebanon in violation of its obligations under resolution 1 559 (2004) and constitutes a threat 
to regional peace and stability. I urge Hizbullah not to engage in any militant activity inside or 
outside of Lebanon. The launch of a drone by Hizbullah to Israel is an unwarranted provocation 
that could lead to a dangerous escalation threatening Lebanon' s stability. I call yet again upon the 
leadership of Hizbullah to disarm and ljmit its activities to that of a Lebanese political party, 
consistent with the requirements of the Taif Agreement and resolution 1559 (2004). 1bis 
requirement has become even more pressing as Parliamentary elections are due to take place in 
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the spring of 20 13 .  In a democratic State, it is a fundamental anomaly that a political party 
maintains its own militia. 

50.  Lebanon lacks an indigenous arms manufacturing capability. I call upon the Government 
of Lebanon and the Lebanese .Armed forces to take all the necessary measures to prohibit 
Hizbullah from ac:quiring weapons and build para-military capacities outside the authority of the 
State in violation of resolution 1 559 (2004) and in so far as resolution 1747 (2006) is concerned. 
As Hizbullah maintains close ties \vith a number of regional states, in particular with the Islamic 

Republic of lran, I call upon these States to encourage the transformation of the armed group into 
a solely political party and its disarmament, consistent with the requirements of the Taif 
Agreement and resolution 1 559 (2004), in the best interest of Lebanon and regional peace and 
security. 

5 1 .  It is my firm belief that the best way to address the disarmament of armed groups in 
Lebanon. pru.1icularly Hizbullah, is through a Lebanese-l£�,cross pru.1isan political process, .<y 
although this process cannot make enough headway u til e nal actors cease their military 
support to Hizbullah and the group itself accept<> t senal in good taith. In this 
context, I would like to congratulate President Steiman f, 'cuing the National Dialogue. I 
also commend Lebanese leaders from across the spectrum eir, commitment to the Baabda 
declaration of 1 1  June 20 12 .  Given their divergent views 01 ·e Syrian crisis, it is indeed 
important that Lebanese leaders have committed not to permiV he use of Lebanon as a bufier 
zone or a base or channel for the passage of arms and armed personnel to SyTia. This is an 
important achievement that Members of the Security Council and other Member States should 
help the Goverrunent of Lebanon to sustain. 

52. At the last session of the National Dialogue on 20 September, President Steiman 
presented his vision of ' nal defense strategy for the country. I am glad that Lebanese 
leaders have now a ba - h to start serious discussions on a crucial matter for Lebanon's  
stability and dome� t for this process to gain further traction. Tru.1gible 
steps are needed towar d disbanding militias. I urge all pol itical leaders to 
transcend sectarian and in · terests and genuinely promote the future and the interests of 
the State. Inespective of the icular composition of the govenm1ent, the authority of the 
Lebanese State can only be consolidated through progress on the issue of arms beyond its control. 
The end result of such a process must be that there are no weapons without the consent of the 
Government of Lebanon and no authority other than that of the Government of Lebanon 
consistent with the Taef Agreement and resolution 1 559 (2004). The disarming and disbanding of 
Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias is a necessary element to complete the consolidation of 
Lebanon as a sovereign and democratic State. I therefore call upon President Sleiman to ensure 
that the National Dialogue make operational decisions in this regard without delay. 

53 .  I also encourage President Steiman and the Government of Prime Minister Mik.ati to 

finally implement decisions taken in the past by the National Dialogue, such as the dismantling of 
Palestinian military bases maintained by the Damascus-Headquartered PFLP-GC and Fatah at
Intifada outside the refugee camps. I was heartened that the National Dialogue has recently 

renewed its commitment to materialize this decision. 'Ibese bases, most of which straddle the 

border between Lebanon and Syria, undermine Lebanese sovereignty and challenge the country' s 
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ability to manage its land borders. Mindful that these two militias maintain close regional ties, I 
expect the Govenunent of the Syrian Arab Republic to act constructively in this process. 

54. I am deeply concerned by the situation of Palestinian refugees in the camps in Lebanon. I 

hope that the corning period will see more substantive Lebanese-Palestinian dialogue and 
progress in improving the living conditions of the refugees, including through the implementation 

of outstanding legislation to ease their employment. Such progress would not prejudice the 
eventual resolution ofthe Palestinian refugee question in the context of a comprehensive regional 

peace agreement. I urge donors to support lJNRWA and its vital work in P. viding services to 
Palestinian re:fi.tgees in Lebanon. 

5 5 .  I regret the absence of any progress on the border delineati 
S}Tian Arab Republic. The absence of progress on this issue h a s 
enhancing border control . Given that Syrian officials complain of arms smuggh 
to Syrian opposition forces, I hope that S}Tian officials share my sense of ur 
necessity ofborder demarcation. 

nt impact on 
6'm Lebanon 

ncy about the 

56.  I stress again the importance of the early adoption of a comprehensive border 
management strategy by the Government of LebanotL Doing so would enable better control of 
Lebanon's international borders and prevent the illegal transfers of arms in both directions. This 
has become even more pressing in the context of the events in the neighbouring S)Tian Arab 
Republ ic and would help stemming potent 

57. I deplore Israel's continued violatio , .  ' s  sovereignty and territorial integrity. I 
call upon Israel to adhere to its obligation der relevant Security Council  resolutions and 
withdraw its forces from the northern part of village of Ghajar and an adjacent area north of 
the Blue Line, and cease its overt1ights of anese airspace that raise tension, undermine the 
credibility of Lebanese security services, increase the risk of unintended conflict and generate 
an.xiety among the civilian population. 

58 .  The recurrence of security incidents throughout Lebanon, some of which have led to 
remains of serious concen1 to me. They highlight the fragility of the domestic 

for Lebanese security forces to remain vigilant to prevent the illegal use of 
y and impose law and order. I welcome recent statements by President 

e proliferation of weapons in the country and its domestic use. I also 
se Armed Forces and the Internal Security Forces which have petformed 

ng several security challenges over the report ing period, including the arrest 
er Samaha. In this context, I call upon the Lebanese authorities to complete the 

investigation·ind due process in a fair and transparent way in order to bring all those implicated 
in this case to jm;tice. 

59. 1 am grateful to those countries that are helping to equip and to train the Lebanese Armed 
Forces and the Internal Security Forces, and I urge the international community to continue this 
critically required support. Tlus is essential to enable the Government of Lebanon to assume 
effectively its responsibilities under relevant Security Council resolutions. I stand ready to assist, 
as appropriate, efforts to move forward the initiative ofthe Government of Lebanon to strengthen 
the capacity of the Lebanese Armed Forces. 
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60. The multiple challenges faced by Lebanon at present, largely as a result of the SyTian 
cnsts are very real . Given the extraordinary diversity characterizing Lebanese society, it is 
necessary that the spirit of cooperation and respect for the principles of co-existence and security 
in Lebanon prevail as must domestic peace without intimidation by am1ed groups as sct out in the 
Taif Agreement. In this context, I am encouraged by the response of Lebanese leaders across the 
political spectrum to the message of Pope Benedict XVI during his visit to Lebanon m 
September, encouraging an atmosphere of calm and tolerance among all communities. 

-6.��;�· .. 6 1.  It is imperative not to let Lebanon be drawn into regional turmoil · "banon must not be 
used anymore as a battleground for actors seeking to destabilize the re their own benefit. I 
believe that the country can come through this critical period safely \ show a measure 
of unity and responsibility. Thi.s will also require that the intemationa omm ·ve priority to 
protecting Lebanon from harm at this difficult time. In addition, this should n ilct from the 
full implementation of tlus and all other Security Council resolutions pertaini g to Lebanon, 
which remain the best way to ensure Lebanon's long-term prosperity and stability as a 
democratic state . 

62. I remain firmly committed to the implementation of resolution 1 559 (2004) for the sake of 
peace and security, in a particularly difiicult and challenging time. I, therefore, call on all parties 
and actors to fully abide by resolutions 1 5 59 (2004), 1680 (2006) and 170 1  (2006). I will 
continue my efforts towards the full implementation of these and all other Security Council 
resolutions pertaining to Lebanon. 
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